ELEMENTARY

Curiosity

OUR LOCATIONS
L’Avenue Building
Jl. Raya Pasar Minggu, Pancoran, Jakarta Selatan

Partnerships with world-class American
educational institutions
• Harmony
Harmony Public Schools are high performing K-12 college preparatory
charter schools focusing on math, science, engineering, and computer
technologies. The partnership enables Sampoerna Academy to utilize
STEM curriculum and resources developed and offered by one of the
best public school systems in the United States.
• Knowledge is Power Program (KIPP)
Sampoerna Academy offers curricula and teaching methods of
America’s best-known and highest-ranking charter school system -the KIPP System, meaning our facilities are the most modern in
Indonesia and the faculty members are internationally trained.
• TOWNS
Sampoerna Academy is the exclusive Indonesian partner of The One
World Network of Schools (TOWNS), a global network that supports
the training and development of international school leaders.

The Icon Business Park
BSD City, Jl. Raya Cisauk, Tangerang, Banten

Creativity

Medan Campus
Jl. Jamin Ginting, Kompleks Citra Garden, Medan

For more information, please contact us via
any of the following:
Sampoerna Academy
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sampoernaacademy.sch.id
info@sampoernaacademy.sch.id
021-577-2340 ext. 7480
0813-3000-3002

Bringing American Education
System to Indonesia
Provide your child with essential skills and
knowledge as their thinking becomes more complex
and sophisticated on this next leg of learning.

Academic excellence and character building
We are looking forward to produce more new breed of students
motivated by the spirit of excellence, instilled with moral values and
social responsibility, with leadership and enterprising qualities. We will
help your child develop a growth mindset to instill the importance of
hard work, perseverance and practice that makes an individual smarter.
Our curricula comprise materials that are utilized in Americans schools,
and children will also strengthen and gain competencies in Bahasa
Indonesia, English and Mandarin.

WELCOME TO
A JOURNEY
OF DISCOVERY

A stimulating learning environment to
better understand the world they live in
Like the American education system where children are strongly
empowered through experiential learning, they will collaborate
creatively and enjoy unique educational experiences as they come up
with original ideas and solutions they own. Students in the elementary
level are encouraged to explore, design, create and try things out. We
have a specially designed STEM Cave filled with activities to enhance
creativity, imagination and problem solving, and all areas in the school
can be fully utilized as a learning space.

Sampoerna Academy brings the American
education system to Indonesia -- a unique
learning experience that prepares your
child to excel and succeed in class and
beyond.
At Sampoerna Academy, the passion
for learning is a dominant feature.
Our teaching methods are strengthened
by implementing the best of what the
American education system has to offer.
The curriculum is focused on STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) that will enable your child to
meet the demands of today and decades
into the future. Technology is integrated
in the learning environment and in the
curriculum across all levels, so children
acquire persistence and competencies
that will allow them to compete and thrive
in a globalized, technology-driven world.
Sampoerna Academy is part of the
Sampoerna Schools System, a unique
and seamless pathway from pre-school
through to university education. This
end-to-end system ensures that children
are prepared for the different stages in
their education, enabling the greatest
possibility for success at each stage.

STEM education to strengthen competencies
Schools in the U.S. have been actively implementing STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math) education in their curriculum in
order to produce young individuals equipped with skills helpful for
successful future careers. Introducing STEM at an early age is a
breakthrough best practice Sampoerna Academy has adopted. Our
students become active and engaged as they build and explore while
learning important concepts. Your child will use software, 3D printers
and technology to engage them in learning activities that help them
apply the concepts they have learned.

Technology-integrated learning environment
Sampoerna Academy utilizes modern technology and teaching
methodologies in our specially designed facilities. We bring a wide
range of resources for your child’s optimum learning:
• Mobile computing device, laptops and tablets to stay digitally
literate and connected
• Online resources to enrich scope of learning
• Internationally trained teachers with digital competences training
from certified Apple and Google Education Trainer
• Intensive English teaching education system

